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TEN YEARS OF IMPACT.
ABOUT THE 7(A) COMMUNITY
ADVANTAGE PROGRAM

The 7(a) Community Advantage (CA) program was
created in 2011 to expand access to SBA-guaranteed
loans of up to $250,000 for underserved small
businesses. There are approximately 100 CA lenders
consisting of SBA Certified Development Companies
(CDCs), SBA Microloan Intermediaries, and Community
Development Financial Institutions (CDFIs).
CA lenders fill an unmet need for smaller business
loans in amounts between $50,000 and $250,000.
Research shows that banks approve very few business
loans under $250,000 because they bear the same
transaction costs as larger, more profitable loans of $1
million or more.1 2 Through the CA program, SBA fills
this crucial financing gap by providing a guaranty of
85% for CA loans of $150,000 or less, and 75% for CA
loans between $150,000-$250,000.
SBA encourages lenders to deliver technical assistance
(TA) with CA loans whenever possible, but does not
compensate lenders for the cost of providing TA.
Lenders often include TA as a vital component of the
business' success. CA lenders must deliver at least 60%
of their CA loans to businesses in “underserved
markets,” currently defined as: Empowerment Zones
and Enterprise Communities, HUBZones, Low-toModerate Income communities (LMI), Opportunity
Zones, rural areas, startups, and veteran-owned
businesses. As mission-oriented organizations, CA
lenders consistently exceed the 60% requirement.
To date, mission lenders have
approved over $850 million in
CA loans.
In FY 2020, the average CA
loan was roughly $140,000,
while the average traditional
7(a) loan was over $530,000.

While the list of qualified underserved markets does not
currently include minority- and women-owned small
businesses, CA lending far outpaces traditional 7(a)
lending to women and minorities. The below graph shows
that CA lenders approved more loans to womenowned businesses and over 3x as many loans to Blackand Hispanic-businesses as 7(a) lenders in FY 2020.
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Note: The "Woman" category includes firms that are woman-owned < 50% AND
firms that are woman-owned > 50%.

WHAT IS THE
MISSION LENDERS
WORKING GROUP?

Twenty CA lenders organized to form
the Mission Lenders Working Group
(MLWG) in order to collaborate on best
practices and inform policymakers of the
program’s impact. MLWG members
represent a diverse mix of organizational
size and geographic location. Together,
the MLWG represents roughly half of all
CA lending in terms of loan count and
volume to date.

1 Mills, Karen Gordon and McCarthy, Brayden, Harvard Business School, "The State of Small Business Lending: Credit Access during the Recovery and How Technology May Change the Game," July 2014.
https://www.hbs.edu/faculty/Publication%20Files/15-004_09b1bf8b-eb2a-4e63-9c4e-0374f770856f.pdf
2 Note: As of 2016, only 9% of all bank lending to small businesses consisted of loans that were less than $250,000. Office of Small Advocacy, U.S. Small Business Administration, "Small Business Lending in the United States, 2016."
September 2018. https://www.sba.gov/sites/default/files/Small-Business-Lending-in-US-2016-Report.pdf

HELPING MAIN STREET THRIVE.
The Mission Lenders Working Group (MLWG) urges the Biden-Harris administration to implement the following
recommendations to maximize the CA program's impact on behalf of underserved small businesses nationwide.
As COVID-19 has further restricted access to affordable bank loans, unbanked and under-banked businesses now
have even fewer means of accessing the financing they need to modify their business models, compensate for lost
revenue, or even open new businesses during the pandemic.

FULL CA PROGRAM AUTHORIZATION

The CA program has operated as a “pilot program” for the last ten years, despite its proven success and
sustainability in reducing credit disparities. Since 2011, the CA program has received several short-term
extensions, leaving lenders without assurance of the program’s long-term outlook and their capacity to serve the
most overlooked small businesses. The CA program is currently set to expire at the end of FY 2022.
During the 116th Congress, legislators introduced two bills to extend the CA program and expand its definition of
“underserved markets.” In July 2019, Sen. Cardin (D-MD) introduced S. 2361, a bill granting CA full program
authorization without a sunset date. In July 2020, Rep. Chu (D-CA-27), and Rep. Spano (R-FL-15) introduced H.R.
7903, which authorizes the program through Sept. 2025. The House Small Business Committee successfully
marked up H.R. 7903 in Sept. 2020 and approved amendments increasing the required underserved markets
lending threshold to 75%, adding disaster areas to the list of underserved markets, and requiring reporting.
The MLWG urges the incoming SBA administrator to commemorate the 10th anniversary of the CA
program by publicly endorsing full and immediate CA program authorization. The CA program, which has
established a successful track record in supplying capital to underbanked businesses, should be among the core
strategies for wealth building and economic development in underserved communities. CA program permanency
would allow mission lenders to grow their CA lending portfolios, invest in the necessary staff and systems, and
continue using SBA loan guarantee authority to finance small businesses that traditional 7(a) lenders and other
financial institutions do not serve.

EXPANDED TARGET MARKETS

Pictured: Reserva Coffee Roasters used their CA loan for lease-related
improvements and equipment. Location: McAllen, TX

In addition to full program authorization, the MLWG
asks that SBA publicly support Congressional
efforts to expand the definition of underserved
markets to include women- and minority-owned
businesses. CA lenders are required to make at least
60% of their loans in qualified “underserved markets,”
and exceed this threshold, but the current definition of
underserved markets is largely place-based and does
not take centuries-old, systemic inequalities in race and
gender into account. Consequently, a mission lender
may be forced to refuse a loan to a women- or
minority-owned business if they are not located in an
LMI census tract or other geographic area designated
as an underserved market.

Intentionally adding women- and minority-owned businesses to the definition of qualified underserved markets is an
essential step in achieving parity for small business owners that are underbanked and underestimated, particularly
during the current economic crisis. Disparities in access to PPP loans highlighted the persistent capital access
3
barriers that women and minority business owners continue to face. The CA program should serve as the SBA’s
primary vehicle of delivering loans of up to $250,000 to women and minority business owners who lack banking
relationships. In addition, the MLWG supports raising the required underserved markets threshold to 75%.

APPROPRIATE STAFFING AT SBA

REVERSING 2018 LLRA CHANGE

In recent years, SBA has failed to maintain a
consistent senior staff person to oversee the CA
program and support its continued growth and
success. The MLWG requests that the incoming
SBA administrator appoint and maintain an
Associate Director for Community Advantage who
understands and appreciates the unique approach
that mission lenders take to successfully reach
underserved businesses. In particular, it is critical
that the Associate Director has significant experience
working with CDFI loan funds and CDCs, and
awareness of their operational distinctions from
traditional financial institutions.

In Sept. 2018, SBA announced an additional Loan Loss
Reserve Account (LLRA) requirement for CA loans sold on
the secondary market due to "the increased risk of CA
5
loans as compared to other 7(a) loans." Since this change
was implemented, lenders must deposit five percent of the
guaranteed portion into an LLRA when selling a loan. CA
lenders viewed this change as unnecessary and harmful to
the program's mission and impact. The increased LLRA
requirement means that lenders have fewer funds to lend
out to underserved borrowers. The MLWG requests that
the SBA promptly issue a rule reversing the 2018
heightened LLRA requirement.

MAXIMIZING IMPACT AND LOWERING
"OVERALL, THE EVALUATION FINDS THAT THE CA PROGRAM
IS SERVING AN IMPORTANT FUNCTION FOR ITS TARGET
MARKET. THE FINANCING AND TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE
PROVIDED BY MISSION-ORIENTED CA LENDERS IS REACHING
THE PROGRAM’S TARGET MARKET OF SMALL BUSINESSES
IN EMERGING MARKETS AT A CRITICAL STAGE FOR THESE
BUSINESSES..."

- Industrial Economics, Incorporated
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COSTS THROUGH REFERRALS

The MLWG also requests that SBA help CA lenders
expand their reach and assist more underserved small
businesses by clarifying the terms of referral fees paid
to agents. SBA permits CA lenders to pay referral fees to
other lenders acting as referral agents or brokers.
However, SBA rules do not clarify when in the loan
process that agents may collect referral fees. At times,
agents charge CA lenders referral fees for loans that are
approved but ultimately never disbursed. In order to
preserve limited CA lender resources for the benefit of
CA borrowers, the MLWG asks that SBA modify 13 CFR
103.5 as follows:
“For Community Advantage Loans, SBA is modifying 13
CFR 103.5 to clarify the fees that a CA Lender may pay
to an agent in connection with assistance provided on a
CA Loan. As modified, an agent will be permitted to
receive reasonable compensation from a CA Lender for
referring and/or packaging a CA Loan application to
the CA Lender, and the compensation may be contingent
upon disbursement of the CA Loan.”

Pictured: Wild Scoops used their CA loan to purchase equipment for
their micro-creamery. Location: Anchorage, AK

Referral fee clarity will facilitate an expansion of referral
partnerships between larger CA lenders and smaller,
community-based organizations in underserved areas
(particularly rural). Referrals provide economic benefits
to communities that lack access to CA lenders, or even
traditional 7(a) lenders.

3 National Community Reinvestment Coalition, "More Tests And More Signs Of Discrimination In PPP Lending By Banks," Nov. 2020. https://ncrc.org/more-tests-and-more-signs-of-discrimination-in-ppp-lending-by-banks/?
mc_cid=d7abb95516&mc_eid=b4aab6a8ec
4 Industrial Economics Incorporated, "Evaluating Technical Assistance and Economic Opportunity Outcomes of the Community Advantage Pilot Program," June 2018.
https://www.sba.gov/sites/default/files/aboutsbaarticle/Executive_Summary-Community_Advantage_Evaluation_-_June_21_2018_2.pdf
5 U.S. Small Business Administration, "Notice of extension of and changes to Community Advantage Pilot Program; and request for comments," Sept. 2018. https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2018/09/12/201819885/community-advantage-pilot-program

DELIVERING RELIEF DURING CRISIS.

COVID-19 RECOMMENDATIONS

Pictured: Ken and Willow Books used their CA loan to open their independent
bookstore, which was the only other one in the borough at the time. Location:
Queens, NY

When the COVID-19 pandemic hit, traditional
lenders restricted the flow of capital, leaving
many small businesses grasping for financial
relief. Mission lenders quickly organized to
disburse thousands of Paycheck Protection
Program (PPP) loans, Economic Injury Disaster
Loans (EIDL), and Community Advantage
Recovery Loans (CARL). Because they were
SBA-certified and embedded within SBA’s
capital access infrastructure prior to the
pandemic, CA lenders were uniquely positioned
to immediately begin approving PPP loans to
businesses turned away by banks because they
lacked banking relationships.

If Congress approves another relief package and extends PPP, we strongly recommend that the Biden-Harris
Administration take the following actions to ensure that mission lenders can continue to deliver needed relief:
Create a grant program for mission-based PPP lenders, similar to CDFI Fund Financial Assistance
awards, for the purpose of providing equity for CDFI and CDC lender balance sheets. Most CA
lenders that delivered PPP loans were able to borrow from the Federal Reserve’s PPP Liquidity Facility but
as a result, have maxed out their Net Asset Ratios. In order for mission-based lenders to participate in the
next round of PPP lending, they must increase their assets.
Clarify and streamline SBA’s review process for smaller PPP loans. SBA has sent repeated requests for
documentation to lenders, and this has resulted in a significant staffing and operational burdens for
mission-based lenders that operate with low staffing levels and limited resources. To ensure that mission
lenders have the capacity to participate in additional PPP lending, SBA must reduce the compliance burden
for small PPP loans.
Implement best practices from the CA
Recovery Loan (CARL) program into a future
emergency loan product. SBA created CARL in
July 2020 and opened the program to select CA
lenders as a means of delivering capital to
underserved small businesses impacted by
COVID-19. Through the CARL program, SBA
waived borrower and lender fees, paid lenders
an extraordinary servicing fee of 9% or $2,500
(whichever was higher) to cover the cost of TA,
and paid six months of principal, interest, and
fees on behalf of borrowers. We encourage SBA
to adopt these features of the CARL program
into a future emergency relief product for
underserved businesses.

Pictured: Krack of Dawn used their CA loan to purchase kitchen equipment and
expand their café. Location: Round Rock, TX

